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BioMed Central Editorial

Dear Editor,

Re: MS: 1662569951558703

Research article
The Heart Health Study - Increasing cardiovascular risk assessment in Family Practice for first degree relatives of patients with premature ischaemic heart disease: a randomised controlled trial Nigel P Stocks Prof, Jessica L Broadbent Ms, Michelle F Lorimer Ms, Derek P Chew Prof, Philip Tideman Prof, Gary Wittert Prof and Philip Ryan Prof BMC Family Practice (Section: Service organization, utilization, and delivery of care).

Response to editorial questions

In response to your questions please see below and the amended paper.

Please remove the section Key Question

Done

Please rename both the section Objectives in the abstract and the section Introduction as Background

The sections have been renamed as Background.

Table 1 should be moved to the end of the main manuscript document

The table has been moved to page 22.

Please format the Competing Interests section according to the Instructions for Authors:

http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcfampract/authors/instructions/researcharticle#formatting-competing

The competing interest section has been reformatted to Line 377-378

Competing Interests

The authors declare that they have no competing interests.

Please rename the section "Contributors statement" as Authors’ Contributions

The section has been renamed - Line 379-383
Please upload the figures as separate figure files and remove them from the main manuscript. The figure legends should, however, remain in the main manuscript where they are currently located.

The three figures have been removed from the body of the document and sent as separate figure files.

Regards

Prof Nigel Stocks